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The 4 Dreams of Miss X
A QUICK READ - part of the WORLD BOOK DAY 2009 literacy initiative for emergent
readers. March 1928. Freddie Smith is on a motoring holiday in the mountains of
south west France. He is caught in a violent storm and his car crashes. He is forced
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to seek shelter in a boarding house in the nearby village of Axat. There he meets
another guest in the tiny hotel, a pale and beautiful young woman called Marie. As
the storm rages outside, she explains how the region was ripped apart by wars of
religion in the 14th century. She tells how, one terrible night in March 1328, all the
inhabitants of Axat were forced to flee from the soldiers into the mountains. The
villagers took refuge in a cave, but when the fighting was over, no one came back.
Their bodies were never found. Axat itself became a ghost town. When Freddie
wakes the following morning, Marie has gone. Worse still, his car will take several
days to repair and he has to stay at the boarding house for a few days more. To
pass the time, he explores the mountains. Then he realises it is almost 600 years
to the day since the villagers disappeared. He decides to go and look for the cave
himself. Perhaps, he thinks, he might even find Marie? It is a decision he will live to
regret.

Bibliography „Prieure de Sion“ and Rennes-le-Chateau Ca.
1300 title entries
“I have a story to tell so you must listen very carefully with your ears to hear, your
soul to remember, your faith to inspire and your heart to judge, for I will never
repeat these words again.” - India Serras, 1290. 13th Century France, a time of
intolerance and bloodshed as the inquisition ruthlessly hunts down heretics. Renier
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de Beynac the Papal Inquisitor will not stop until their villages are burned and the
streets run scarlet with their blood. India Serras, the last surviving Cathar knows
this better than most, for she protects a treasure so precious the Vatican would kill
to destroy it. Renier is well aware of the legend of the treasure of Montségur and
will stop at nothing to find India, steal the treasure and use this ultimate power for
his own dangerous secrets. For the second time in her life, fate intervenes.
Jourdain LeTardif a poor merchant wounded in the dark streets of Carcassonne,
collapses at India’s doorstep. Against all odds, she realizes who he is, the untold
circumstances of his birth and the events that will ultimately change both their
lives. India will face her greatest challenge and Jourdain will forever bind his fate to
a stranger’s and in doing so will discover his own true purpose. A page-turning
novel about one of the most intriguing periods of history, characters come alive in
a tale of love, evil, heresy and destiny against the fascinating historical backdrop
of the turbulent 13th Century.

Histories of Post-Mortem Contagion
Seen through the eyes of the youngest daughter, Annie, the Richards family faces
triumph and hardships during the Great Depression and World War II.

Gap Creek
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An astounding collaboration between Agent Provocateur, Mike Figgis and Kate
Moss, "The 4 Dreams of Miss X" breaks new ground. Genius innovators in haute
couture, AP have commissioned Mike Figgis to portray Moss in her first acting role,
resulting in four unique films: "Shadows", "Scale", "Exhibitionist and "Narcissus" "The 4 Dreams of Miss X". Shot in night vision, these films are intensely intimate: a
beautiful woman's private dream experiences. Two films have been released online
in 2006, with the final two released in January and March 2007. Brought together
for the first time on DVD, you can now enjoy Kate Moss' first ever speaking role at
home and full screen.

The Road from Gap Creek
In this extraordinary thriller, rich in the atmospheres of medieval and
contemporary France, the lives of two women born centuries apart are linked by a
common destiny.

The Shadow Queen
In eternity, all stories are timeless. Devastated by war, a young couple finds
healing through the intervention of a magical fox A man obsessed with a burlesque
dancer discovers she may not be the beauty she seemed from afar Desperate to
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save his dying wife, an exiled scientist makes a discovery that could change the
fate of a galaxy An Irishman finally confronts the specter of death that has
tormented him since childhood An ex-con's hearing aid picks up a vintage radio
show that never aired, leading her to a confrontation with the unexpected These
are but a few of the imaginative tales awaiting you within these pages as
chronicled by Daniel Patrick Corcoran, Michael Critzer, Phil Giunta, Amanda
Headlee, Susanna Reilly, Stuart S. Roth, Steven H. Wilson and Lance Woods.

Crucifix Lane
From the New York Times bestselling author of Labyrinth-"a rich brew of
supernaturalism and intrigue."(Kirkus Reviews) In 1891, young Léonie Vernier and
her brother arrive at the home of their widowed aunt in Rennes-le-Bains, in
southwest France. But nothing is as Léonie had imagined. Their aunt is young,
willowy, and beautiful, and the estate is a subject of local superstition. Villagers
claim that Léonie's late uncle died after summoning a demon from the old Visigoth
sepulchre on its grounds More than a century later, Meredith Martin, an American
graduate student, arrives in Rennes-le- Bains while researching the life of Claude
Debussy. Haunted by a Tarot reading she had in Paris-and possessing the
mysterious deck of cards-she checks into a grand old hotel built on the site of a
famous mountain estate destroyed by fire in 1896. There, the pack of Tarot cards
and a piece of 19th-century music known as Sepulchre 1891 hold the key to her
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fate-just as they did to the fate of Léonie Vernier.

The Cave - Quick Read
One of the great natural scientists of her age, Eleanor Glanville was a woman
ahead of her time-the beautiful daughter of a seventeenth-century Puritan
nobleman whose unconventional passions scandalized society. Her life was marked
by two reckless preoccupations: a fascination with science-especially the study of
butterflies-and a tempestuous love affair with the dashing soldier Richard Glanville
that nearly cost her everything she held dear.

When Scotland Was Jewish
‘A well written and very intriguing tale that I really enjoyed.’ – Katie Fforde
Nominated in the Contemporary Romance category at the Romantic Novelists’
Association RoNA Awards 2016

Night Falls on the City
This is an EDITION of a valuable FREE INTERNET SOURCE under an undercover
author-pseudonym, which could not be resolved without some rest obscurity.
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Death and Representation
This gothic classic, “The Turn of the Screw” is one of the most famous ghost stories
of all time. On Christmas Eve, Douglas reads a manuscript written by a former
acquaintance, the governess, whom Douglas claims to have known and who is now
dead. The manuscript tells the story of how the young governess is hired by a man
who has become responsible for his young nephew and niece after the tragic
deaths of their parents. He is uninterested in raising the children. The governess’s
new employer gives her full responsibility for the young siblings and explicitly
states that he is not to be bothered with communications of any sort. Set in a
remote estate this critically acclaimed novella tells the tale of a governess who,
looking after two children, becomes convinced that the grounds are haunted. This
story has been adapted many times for film and television, most recently in The
Turning (2020). Famed for its ability to create an intimate sense of confusion and
suspense, this novella is a must-read for all horror and ghost story fans.

Lady of the Butterflies
Having sold more than 200,000 copies in hardcover, Rick Stein’s classic guide to
the best in British and Irish seafood is now available in paperback, featuring scores
of tasty recipes and color photos.
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Becoming a Mother
From the author of the beloved Josephine B. Trilogy, comes a spellbinding novel
inspired by the true story of a young woman who rises from poverty to become
confidante to the most powerful, provocative and dangerous woman in the 17th
century French court: the mistress of the charismatic Sun King. 1660, Paris
Claudette’s life is like an ever-revolving stage set. From an impoverished childhood
wandering the French countryside with her family’s acting troupe, Claudette finally
witnesses her mother's astonishing rise to stardom in Parisian theaters. Working
with playwrights Corneille, Molière and Racine, Claudette’s life is culturally rich, but
like all in the theatrical world at the time, she's socially scorned. A series of chance
encounters gradually pull Claudette into the alluring orbit of Athénaïs de
Montespan, mistress to Louis XIV and reigning "Shadow Queen." Needing someone
to safeguard her secrets, Athénaïs offers to hire Claudette as her personal
attendant. Enticed by the promise of riches and respectability, Claudette leaves
the world of the theater only to find that court is very much like a stage, with
outward shows of loyalty masking more devious intentions. This parallel is not lost
on Athénaïs, who fears political enemies are plotting her ruin as young courtesans
angle to take the coveted spot in the king's bed. Indeed, Claudette's "reputable"
new position is marked by spying, illicit trysts and titanic power struggles. As
Athénaïs, becomes ever more desperate to hold onto the King's favor, innocent
love charms move into the realm of deadly Black Magic, and Claudette is forced to
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consider a move that will put her own life—and the family she loves so dearly—at
risk. Set against the gilded opulence of a newly-constructed Versailles and the War
of Theaters, THE SHADOW QUEEN is a seductive, gripping novel about the lure of
wealth, the illusion of power, and the increasingly uneasy relationship between two
strong-willed women whose actions could shape the future of France.

Somewhere in the Middle of Eternity
Weaving together the uneasy meeting of two cultures, The Pagoda Tree is a
captivating story of love, loss and fate. Tanjore, 1765. Maya plays among the
towering granite temples of this ancient city in the heart of southern India. Like her
mother before her, she is destined to become a devadasi, a dancer for the temple.
She is instructed in dance, the mystical arts and lovemaking. It is expected she will
be chosen as a courtesan for the prince himself. But as Maya comes of age, India is
on the cusp of change and British dominance has risen to new heights. The prince
is losing his power and the city is sliding into war. Maya is forced to flee her
ancestral home, and heads to the bustling port city of Madras, where East and
West collide. Maya captivates all who watch her dance. Thomas Pearce, an
ambitious young Englishman who has travelled to India to make his fortune, is
entranced from the moment he first sees her. But their love is forbidden, and
comes at enormous cost. 'Claire Scobie's seductive prose and immaculate layering
of period detail capture India at her most exotic.' Susan Kurosawa 'Women's stories
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are rarely told in history, nor particularly honoured. The Pagoda Tree offers a
powerful, sensual perspective on a time of great transformation in India.' Sarah
Macdonald, author of Holy Cow 'A rich and enthralling story handled with great skill
by someone with a profound understanding of her material.' David Roach,
screenwriter and film director 'A richly textured tale full of the sights, sounds and
smells of India, with all its complex beauty and troubled history … ' Sydney
Morning Herald 'A novel to be savoured … Its layering, the unravelling of the story,
the subtext of the fortunes made and lost on cotton and silk, the evocative
descriptions of saris themselves are all part of [its] tapestry.' The Age '[The Pagoda
Tree] offers new ways of seeing the past.' Canberra Times 'Scobie's prose is
eloquent … a fascinating, unique plot representing an interesting era in [India's]
history.' The Mercury 'A story told with great panache.' Country Style 'Claire Scobie
travels a vast and exotic terrain in her first novel.' Weekly Review 'This first novel
by Claire Scobie would make a spectacular film.' Goodreading Magazine 'A
nuanced and sophisticated exploration of the socio-historical realities that are
inevitable when cultures collide.' The Hoopla

The Turn of the Screw
The Roman Empire is crumbling, and a shadow looms in the east… 376 AD: the
Eastern Roman Empire is alone against the tide of barbarians swelling on her
borders. Emperor Valens juggles the paltry border defences to stave off invasion
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from the Goths north of the Danube. Meanwhile, in Constantinople, a pact between
faith and politics spawns a lethal plot that will bring the dark and massive hordes
from the east crashing down on these struggling borders. The fates conspire to see
Numerius Vitellius Pavo, enslaved as a boy after the death of his legionary father,
thrust into the limitanei, the border legions, just before they are sent to recapture
the long-lost eastern Kingdom of Bosporus. He is cast into the jaws of this plot, so
twisted that the survival of the entire Roman world hangs in the balance…

I Am Heathcliff: Stories Inspired by Wuthering Heights
The United States Congress in 1929 passed legislation to fund travel for mothers of
the fallen soldiers of World War I to visit their sons’ graves in France. Over the next
three years, 6,693 Gold Star Mothers made the trip. In this emotionally charged,
brilliantly realized novel, April Smith breathes life into a unique moment in
American history, imagining the experience of five of these women. They are
strangers at the start, but their lives will become inextricably intertwined, altered
in indelible ways. These very different Gold Star Mothers travel to the MeuseArgonne American Cemetery to say final good-byes to their sons and come
together along the way to face the unexpected: a death, a scandal, and a secret
revealed. None of these pilgrims will be as affected as Cora Blake, who has lived
almost her entire life in a small fishing village off the coast of Maine, caring for her
late sister’s three daughters, hoping to fill the void left by the death of her son,
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Sammy, who was killed on a scouting mission during the final days of the war. Cora
believes she is managing as well as can be expected in the midst of the
Depression, but nothing has prepared her for what lies ahead on this unpredictable
journey, including an extraordinary encounter with an expatriate American
journalist, Griffin Reed, who was wounded in the trenches and hides behind a
metal mask, one of hundreds of “tin noses” who became symbols of the war. With
expert storytelling, memorable characters, and beautiful prose, April Smith gives
us a timeless story, by turns heartwarming and heartbreaking, set against a
footnote of history––little known, yet unforgettable. This ebook edition includes a
Reading Group Guide.

Sepulchre
Katherine Neville’s groundbreaking novel, The Eight, dazzled audiences more than
twenty years ago and set the literary stage for the epic thriller. A quest for a
mystical chess service that once belonged to Charlemagne, it spans two centuries
and three continents, and intertwines historic and modern plots, archaeological
treasure hunts, esoteric riddles, and puzzles encrypted with clues from the ancient
past. Now the electrifying global adventure continues, in Neville’s long anticipated
sequel: THE FIRE 2003, Colorado: Alexandra Solarin is summoned home to her
family’s ancestral Rocky Mountain hideaway for her mother’s birthday. Thirty years
ago, her parents, Cat Velis and Alexander Solarin, believed that they had scattered
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the pieces of the Montglane Service around the world, burying with them the
secrets of the power that comes with possessing it. But Alexandra arrives to find
that her mother is missing and that a series of strategically placed clues, followed
swiftly by the unexpected arrival of a mysterious assortment of houseguests,
indicates that something sinister is afoot. When she inadvertently discovers from
her aunt, the chess grandmaster Lily Rad, that the most powerful piece of
Charlemagne’s service has suddenly resurfaced and the Game has begun again,
Alexandra is swept into a journey that takes her from Colorado to the Russian
wilderness and at last into the heart of her own hometown: Washington D.C. 1822,
Albania: Thirty years after the French Revolution, when the chess service was
unearthed, all of Europe hovers on the brink of the War of Greek Independence. Ali
Pasha, the most powerful ruler in the Ottoman Empire, has angered the sultan and
is about to be attacked by Turkish forces. Now he sends the only person he can
rely upon–his young daughter, Haidee–on a dangerous mission to smuggle a
valuable relic out of Albania, through the mountains and over the sea, to the hands
of the one man who might be able to save it. Haidee’s journey from Albania to
Morocco to Rome to Greece, and into the very heart of the Game, will result in
revelations about the powerful chess set and its history that will lead at last to the
spot where the service was first created more than one thousand years before:
Baghdad. Blending exquisite prose and captivating history with nonstop suspense,
Neville again weaves an unforgettable story of peril, action, and intrigue. From the
Hardcover edition.
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The Burning Chambers
This edited volume draws historians and anthropologists together to explore the
contested worlds of epidemic corpses and their disposal. Why are burials so
frequently at the center of disagreement, recrimination and protest during
epidemics? Why are the human corpses produced in the course of infectious
disease outbreaks seen as dangerous, not just to the living, but also to the
continued existence of society and civilization? Examining cases from the Black
Death to Ebola, contributors challenge the predominant idea that a single,
universal framework of contagion can explain the political, social and cultural
importance and impact of the epidemic corpse.

Love Lost in Time
* The Sunday Times Number One Bestseller * From the multi-million, number one
bestselling author of Labyrinth and The Taxidermist's Daughter, comes The
Burning Chambers: a gripping story of love and betrayal, mysteries and secrets,
conspiracies and divided loyalties, for fans of Ken Follett and Dan Brown.
Carcassonne 1562. Nineteen-year-old Minou Joubert receives an anonymous letter
at her father’s bookshop. Sealed with a distinctive family crest, it contains just five
words: SHE KNOWS THAT YOU LIVE. But before Minou can decipher the mysterious
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message, a chance encounter with a young Huguenot convert, Piet Reydon,
changes her destiny forever. For Piet has a dangerous mission of his own, and he
will need Minou’s help if he is to get out of La Cité alive . . . A thrilling adventure,
and a heart-breaking love story, The Burning Chambers is a historical novel of
excitement, conspiracy and danger like no other . . .

Labyrinth
This is a novel of compulsion, of good love versus bad, and of the destructive
power of the truth. It is a piercing story of how it is not blood or tradition that
makes people who they are, but how they live and how they love.

The Last Cathar
Death is a subject of increasing interest in virtually all academic disciplines, yet
there is surprisingly little theoretical work on the representation of death in literary
contexts. Death and Representation offers a unique collection of international and
interdisciplinary essays, rich in cultural perspectives but sharing a relatively
common vocabulary. It provides models for a number of interrelated
approaches—including psychoanalytic, feminist, and historical—with essays by
prominent and promising scholars. Contributors are Ernst van Alphen, Mieke Bal,
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Regina Barreca, Elisabeth Bronfen, Carol Christ, Sander Gilman, Sarah Webster
Goodwin, Margaret Higonnet, Regina Janes, Ellie Ragland-Sullivan, Rajeswari
Sunder Rajan, Ronald Schleifer, Charles Segal, and Garrett Stewart.

The Turn of the Screw and Owen Wingrave
An epic wartime novel from the No.1 bestselling author of LABYRINTH and THE
MISTLETOE BRIDE. 1942, Nazi-occupied France. Sandrine, a spirited and
courageous nineteen-year-old, finds herself drawn into a Resistance group in
Carcassonne - codenamed 'Citadel' - made up of ordinary women who are
prepared to risk everything for what is right. And when she meets Raoul, they
discover a shared passion for the cause, for their homeland, and for each other.
But in a world where the enemy now lies in every shadow - where neighbour
informs on neighbour; where friends disappear without warning and often without
trace - love can demand the highest price of all

Secrets of the Labyrinth
‘Entrancing, compelling, and beautifully written…This is the historical novel as
literary fiction – and damned good literary fiction at that.’ Alison Weir
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Eskimo Kissing
As well as being a gripping thriller, Crucifix Lane explores topical issues such as
genetic engineering, and weaves in Celtic mythology in an original and inventive
way.

The Citadel (Classic Reprint)
16 modern fiction superstars shine a startling light on the romance and pain of the
infamous literary pair Heathcliff and Cathy. Short stories to stir the heart and
awaken vital conversation about love.

A Star for Mrs. Blake
A chilling and spooky Gothic historical thriller reminiscent of Rebecca and The Turn
of the Screw, dripping with the dark twists and eerie surprises that are the
hallmarks of Edgar Allan Poe, from the New York Times and internationally
bestselling author of Citadel. In a remote village near the English coast, residents
gather in a misty churchyard. More than a decade into the twentieth century,
superstition still holds sway: It is St. Mark’s Eve, the night when the shimmering
ghosts of those fated to die in the coming year are said to materialize and amble
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through the church doors. Alone in the crowd is Constantia Gifford, the
taxidermist’s daughter. Twenty-two and unmarried, she lives with her father on the
fringes of town, in a decaying mansion cluttered with the remains of his once worldfamous museum of taxidermy. No one speaks of why the museum was shuttered
or how the Giffords fell so low. Connie herself has no recollection—a childhood
accident has erased all memory of her earlier days. Even those who might have
answers remain silent. The locals shun Blackthorn House, and the strange spinster
who practices her father’s macabre art. As the last peal of the midnight bell fades
to silence, a woman is found dead—a stranger Connie noticed near the church. In
the coming days, snippets of long lost memories will begin to tease through
Connie’s mind, offering her glimpses of her vanished years. Who is the victim, and
why has her death affected Connie so deeply? Why is she watched by a mysterious
figure who has suddenly appeared on the marsh nearby? Is her father trying to
protect her with his silence—or someone else? The answers are tied to a dark
secret that lies at the heart of Blackthorn House, hidden among the bell jars of her
father’s workshop—a mystery that draws Connie closer to danger . . . closer to
madness . . . closer to the startling truth.

The Expected One
Excerpt from The Citadel Andrew descended. The next minute, while he was
gathering himself for the ordeal of his entrance, the front door was ung open and
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he was in the lighted hall being welcomed effusively by a short, plump, smiling
woman of about forty with a shining face and bright bold twinkling eyes. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We
do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works."

The Winter Ghosts
From the New York Times bestselling author of Sepulchre and Labyrinth-a
compelling story of love, ghosts and remembrance. World War I robbed England
and France of an entire generation of friends, lovers and futures. In Freddie
Watson's case, the battlefields took his beloved brother and, at times, his peace of
mind. In the winter of 1928, still seeking some kind of resolution, Freddie is
travelling through the beautiful but forbidding French Pyrenees. During a
snowstorm, his car spins off the mountain road. Freezing and dazed, he stumbles
through the woods, emerging in a tiny village, where he finds an inn to wait out the
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blizzard. There he meets Fabrissa, a lovely young woman also mourning a lost
generation. Over the course of one night, Fabrissa and Freddie share their stories.
By the time dawn breaks, Freddie will have unearthed a tragic mystery that goes
back through the centuries, and discovered his own role in the life of this old
remote town. By turns thrilling, poignant, and haunting, this is a story of two lives
touched by war and transformed by courage.

The Salisbury Key
This is an intense tale of love and betrayal set in wartime Vienna. Vienna, 1938: a
place of high culture, gilded opera houses and intellectual salons. Beautiful actress
Julia Homburg and her politician husband Franz Wedeker embody all the
enlightened brilliance of their native city. But Wedeker is Jewish and just across the
border the tanks of the Nazi Reich are primed for the Anschluss. When the SS
invade, lists are drawn up and disappearances become routine, Franz must be
concealed. With daring ingenuity, Julia conjures a hiding place. In the shadow of
oppression the old certainties evaporate; the streets are full of spies and
collaborators, allegiances shift and ancient hatreds resurface. A clear conscience is
a luxury few can afford and Julia finds she must strike a series of hateful bargains
with the new order if she and her husband are to survive.
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Legionary (Legionary #1)
Designed to appeal to the booklover, the Macmillan Collector’s Library is a series of
beautiful gift editions of much loved classic titles. Macmillan Collector’s Library are
books to love and treasure. This edition of Henry James’s classic ghost stories
features an afterword by bestselling author Kate Mosse OBE. A young governess is
employed to look after two orphaned siblings in a grand country house. Isolated
and inexperienced, she is at first charmed by the children – but gradually suspects
that they may not be as innocent as they seem. She soon begins to see sinister
figures at the window, but do they exist solely in her imagination, or are they
ghosts intent on a terrible and devastating task? The Turn of the Screw is one of
the most famous and eerily equivocal ghost stories ever written. Owen Wingrave is
the story of a son in a long line of military heroes who refuses to follow tradition,
yet proves his bravery in a haunted room.

The City of Tears
A New York Times Bestseller & Oprah's Book Club Pick Young Julie Harmon works
“hard as a man,” they say, so hard that at times she’s not sure she can stop.
People depend on her to slaughter the hogs and nurse the dying. People are weak,
and there is so much to do. At just seventeen she marries and moves down into
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the valley of Gap Creek, where perhaps life will be better. But Julie and Hank’s new
life in the valley, in the last years of the nineteenth century, is more complicated
than the couple ever imagined. Sometimes it’s hard to tell what to fear most—the
fires and floods or the flesh-and-blood grifters, drunks, and busybodies who
insinuate themselves into their new life. To survive, they must find out whether
love can keep chaos and madness at bay. Their struggles with nature, with work,
with the changing century, and with the disappointments and triumphs of their
union make Gap Creek a timeless story of a marriage.

The Taxidermist's Daughter
Combining medical and historical information with real life accounts of ordinary
women, this book is an essential guide to the facts, feelings and emotions
experienced during pregnancy and birth. It takes you week by week, from the
decision to conceive, through to first impressions of life with your baby, offering
invaluable information. Topics include: Conception - If and When; Feelings for Your
Growing Baby; Your Career and Financial Position; Fear that Something May Go
Wrong; Changing Relationships with Family and Friends; Choosing Where and How
to Give Birth; How Others Felt - Women Relate their Experiences; The First Few
Days with Your Baby
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It Started at Sunset Cottage
Imagine a land that has seen empires rise and fall. A place where people have
killed for power and for religion, and a place where people have died to keep those
secrets and beliefs. This is the Languedoc, and this is the book that will share the
secrets of this incredible land with you. LABYRINTH told the story of Carcassonne
and the search, across centuries, for the grail that people have long rumoured was
taken to this place by the Templars fleeing the holy land. Building on Kate Mosse's
meticulous research for her bestselling novel, Greg Mosse now shows how the
region was home to the Cathars, who clung to this dramatic mountain landscape in
stone fortresses and battled against siege, inquisition and massacre to keep their
faith, and keep some much older secrets. An astonishing journey through history
and across continents, SECRETS OF THE LABYRINTH will take you from the
mountains of the Pyrenees, behind the fortified walls of Carcassonne and
Montsegur, into the sacred cathedrals of Chartres and St Nazaire, and further out
into the Holy Land and the ancient civilisations of Egypt.

The Girl in the Mirror
Following #1 Sunday Times bestseller The Burning Chambers, New York Times
bestseller Kate Mosse returns with The City of Tears, a sweeping historical epic
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about love in a time of war. Alliances and Romance August 1572: Minou Joubert
and her husband Piet travel to Paris to attend a royal wedding which, after a
decade of religious wars, is intended to finally bring peace between the Catholics
and the Huguenots. Loyalty and Deception Also in Paris is their oldest enemy,
Vidal, in pursuit of an ancient relic that will change the course of history. Revenge
and Persecution Within days of the marriage, thousands will lie dead in the street,
and Minou’s family will be scattered to the four winds . . .

The Pagoda Tree
A tale of love, death and redemption AD 2018 Languedoc, south-west
FranceMadeleine Winters must live in her late mother's old stone house in southwest France for one hear before she can claim her inheritance - and sell it!
Reluctantly leaving her life in England, she begins to renovate the house. But she's
not prepared for all the discoveries Is it her imagination when she hears a woman's
voice? Or when the ground shakes? When ancient human bones belonging to a
female are found beneath the kitchen floor, the mystery deepens. How did the
woman end up buried, without a sarcophagus and all alone, in that particular spot
in the Cabardès hills? And why were her bones broken? AD 777 Septimania, on the
western coast of the Mediterranean Sea 17-year-old Nanthild attends
Charlemagne's court with her father, where she is introduced to Bellon of
Carcassonne. Unimpressed by the blustering young warrior, Nanthild is shocked
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when Charlemagne and her father arrange their wedding as a gesture of ensuring
Bellon's support in the king's conquest of the volatile southern region of
Septimania. Despite his Visigoth origins, Bellon is installed as Count of
Carcassonne, and he soon has to face challenges to Frankish rule that often keep
him away from home - and his family. Bellon's absences make it easy for Nanthild
to keep her calling as a healer and wise-woman from him, and she continues to
visit those in need of her help. But dangers lurk on her journey Readers of Kate
Mosse and Barbara Erskine might enjoy Love Lost in Time.

Midsummer Nights: Tales from the Opera:
Daniel is on a lonely quest to find out why his lover, a respected archaeologist,
took his own life. The answer—the elusive “key” for which Jason was desperately
searching—lies somewhere on a deadly section of Salisbury Plain. The only way to
gain access, though, is to allow an army explosives expert to help him navigate the
bomb-riddled military zone. A man he met once more than three years ago who is
even more serious and enigmatic than before. Rayne has better things to do than
risk his life protecting a scientist. Like get back to Iraq and prove he will never
again miss another roadside bomb. Yet as he helps Dan uncover the truth, an
attraction springs up against their will. And stirs up the nervous attention of
powerful people—military and academic alike. First in conflict, then in passion,
Rayne and Dan are drawn together in a relationship as rocky and complicated as
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the ancient land they search. Where every step leads them closer to a terrible
legacy written in death…

Citadel
A deadly political rivalry that ended in two brutal executionsAn intricate love
triangle that altered the course of historyA religious revolution that changed the
world THE TREASURE For two thousand years, an undiscovered treasure rested in
the rocky wilds of the French Pyrenees. A series of scrolls written in the first
century by Mary Magdalene, these startling documents hold the power to redefine
the events and characters of the New Testament. Protected by supernatural forces,
the priceless cache can only be uncovered by a special seeker, one who has been
chosen for the task by divine providence - The Expected One. THE CHOSEN ONE
When journalist Maureen Paschal begins the research for a new book, she has no
idea that she is stepping into an ancient mystery so complex and dangerous that
thousands of people have killed and died for it. As a long buried family scandal
comes to light, she can no longer deny her own role in a deadly drama of epic
international consequences.

The Captain's Vengeance
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With Kate Atkinson, Sebastian Barry, Anne Enright, Alexander McCall Smith,
Andrew O'Hagan, Kate Mosse, Andrew Motion, Colm Tóibín, Joanna Trollope, Ali
Smith, Jeanette Winterson & more In this stunning collection, the best and
brightest writers working today reimagine familiar stories from the greatest
operas. Don Giovanni's ghost haunts a young boy, Fidelio meets Porgy and Bess
and two hapless men stage a Mozartian love test. Long-lost loves enter the dating
game and undying witches finally get grey hairs. Funny, macabre or irreverent,
these stories are charming for any opera lover and a beguiling collection in their
own right.

Rick Stein's Seafood Lovers' Guide
Sailing in the Caribbean, Captain Alan Lewrie, RN, is once again pursuing a
chimera. A rich French prize ship he'd left at anchor at Dominica has gone missing,
along with six of his sailors. What starts as a straightforward search for it, and
them, from Hispaniola to Barbados, far down the Antilles, leads Lewrie to a
gruesome discovery on the Dry Tortugas and to a vile cabal of the most pitiless
and depraved pirates ever to sail under the "Jolly Roger" . . . and the suspicion that
one of his trusted hands just may be the worst of them all! Against his
will--again--the usually irrepressible Lewrie is made his superiors' "cat's-paw" once
more, and his covert mission this time is to go up the Mississippi in enemy-held
Spanish Louisiana to the romantic but sordid port of New Orleans in search of
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pirates and prize, where one false step could betray Lewrie and his small party as
spies. Beguilements, betrayal, and death lurk 'round every corner of the Vieux
Carré, and it's up to Lewrie's quick but cynical to win the day wits for their survival
and wreak a very personal vengeance on his foes!

The Fire
The popular image of Scotland is dominated by widely recognized elements of
Celtic culture. But a significant non–Celtic influence on Scotland’s history has been
largely ignored for centuries? This book argues that much of Scotland’s history and
culture from 1100 forward is Jewish. The authors provide evidence that many of
the national heroes, villains, rulers, nobles, traders, merchants, bishops, guild
members, burgesses, and ministers of Scotland were of Jewish descent, their
ancestors originating in France and Spain. Much of the traditional historical account
of Scotland, it is proposed, rests on fundamental interpretive errors, perpetuated in
order to affirm Scotland’s identity as a Celtic, Christian society. A more accurate
and profound understanding of Scottish history has thus been buried. The authors’
wide-ranging research includes examination of census records, archaeological
artifacts, castle carvings, cemetery inscriptions, religious seals, coinage, burgess
and guild member rolls, noble genealogies, family crests, portraiture, and
geographic place names.
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